[3], [4] , [5] , [8] , [9] have emphasised that visible and non-visible sort s should be distinguished ;objects that belong to an invisible sort show a so-called observable behaviour and all of the authors mentioned point ou t that on these sorts terminal equivalence rather than initial equivalenc e is the more interesting congruence relation . Objects that have indistinguishable observable behaviour are made equivalent in this terminal congruence .
We have in mind to present the reader with a survey of some terminolog y and several new definitions, notably that of an I/0-computable data structure .
We shall define I/0-equivalence and prove that for each data structure A ther e is a computable data structure B that is I/O-equivalent to A . This very simpl e result may prove to be significant . First of all it shows the adequacy of th e concept of an I/0-computable data structure, as in principle all such dat a structures can practically exist . Moreover this fact suggests that both initia l and terminal semantics of equations may differ from what actually occurs in a n implementation . This means that both should be considered as theoretica l concepts that can be used to describe a data structure, given certain purposes .
Certainly this result gives a post facto justification of the restrictio n to computable algebras that was made in 11] and l2] .
Some technical terms have to be introduced in our discussion now . Let A be an algebra with sort s
We assume A to be finitely generated by its finite signature E (i .e . A i s minimal) . Se, . . .,Sk-1 are the visible sorts, Sk, . . .,5g-1 the invisible ones .
The terminology visible-invisible being not so pleasant in the long run, w e propose to call the visible sorts I/O-sorts and the invisible sorts interna l sorts . Elements of I/O-sorts can be seen as tokens on which an equalit y relation is fixed . Elements of the internal sorts are the true data structures .
It is on the internal sorts that investigating the variety of congruenc e relations that respect the I/0-behaviour (i .e . the word problem on the I/0 -sorts) is interesting . Two important definitions can now be stated .
DEFINITIONI .
A is computable if there is a coordinatization a ., 6r (f E z ) of A such that for each i the congruence relation -a is computable .
of A such that for each i < k (i .e . for all I/0-sorts) E. is computable .
These definitions are compatible with the definitions in [1] and [2] .
We propose that a data structure is an arbitrary I/0-computable minima l algebra . The condition that the I/O-behaviour of a data structure is computabl e is justified in a deterministic context, as it is inconceivable that any othe r data structures have an effective implementation (realization) .
An algebra A is semicomputable if for all sorts the word problem is semicomputable . A is called co-semicomputable if for all sorts the complement o f the word problem is semicomputable . Clearly if A is a data structure thes e definitions refer to the internal sorts only . PROPOSITIONI . Let A be a data structure of signature E . There exists a dat a structure B, I/0-equivalent to A with the following property :
If C is I/O-equivalent to A then there is a homomorphism (p : C -)-B .
B is isomorphic to A/= for a congruence = that is usually called the termina l congruence on A .
PROOF . See [4], [5]
, [7] , [8] .
Tz denotes the term algebra of signature E .
PROPOSITIONII . The terminal congruence on A,E, seen as a congruence on T z , is co-semicomputable .
PROOF . Straightforward .
-30 -On the other hand, given GI/0 (A) and a finite set of (conditional) equation s E the initial algebra of GI/0 U E is semicomputable, as are all initia l algebras of decidable sets of axioms .
In a forthcoming note we will show that a data structure A exists fo r which DA(G I/0 (A) U E) has no computable element with E a set of equation s such that T z,E A .
Here Tz'E is the initial algebra in ALG(Z,E), or, differently : y= E wher e = E is the congruence of E-provable equality on T z .
In this case there is no computable congruence between the initial and th e terminal one .
COMPUTABLE IMPLEMENTATIONS .
We will next consider the case, where G I/0 (A) is given but E = 0 .
The question is : must there exist a computable implementation of DA(GI/0(A)) ?
This is indeed the case :
PROPOSITION III . Let A be a data structure then T , is a computabl e algebra in DA(GI/0(A)) . 
Notice that fs (t s ) is a unique normal form of i s under the rewrite rul e is -fs ( ts ) for an internal sort S one also introduces a unique notation F(Ts ) fo r each term Ts . F(Ts ) results from Ts by replacing each of its subterms t T o f an I/O-sort T by f T (tT ) .

We put i s = r s iff F(T s ) = F(r s ) (syntactic equality is meant here) .
is a computable congruence relation that extends G I/0 (A) . In fac t
Tz / E = Tz GI/O(A) E DA(GI/0(A)) .
-31 -CONCLUDING REMARKS .
In [1] and [2] a fruitful format of mathematical problems is as follows :
Given a computable algebra, allow the addition of hidden enrichmen t functionsand then investigate initial algebra specifications of the enriche d algebra .
The present situation rather suggests to start with G 110 (A) for some dat a structure A of signature E which has a specification (Z,E) with (conditional ) equationsE . The problem is now to find another specification (E,E 0 ) (of a n algebra B,1/0-equivalent to A) such that E O has some additional propertie s 
